


Listed by the Basque Government as a "Cultural Asset and Historical Monument".

The Bengoetxe farmhouse is now the Aspaldiko Restaurant and it's representative of a kind of 16th century building.

It's a fine example of vernacular Basque architecture, with notable historical and ethnographic significance, and among few 
buildings of that type that remain standing.

Its structure is built entirely of wood and has superb geometric decoration and moulding that can be seen both on the façade 
and in the interior. 

A TRADITIONAL BASQUE FARMHOUSE WITH 
CENTURIES OF HISTORY



Its food is one of Aspaldiko's strongest points. Our 
kitchen staff's scrupulous attention to detail and the 
high quality products they use mean our dishes and prix 
fixe menus consistently delight our guests. Next to its 
exquisite food, the other mainstay of the restaurant is 
the floor staff who, beyond being highly professional, 
are wholly dedicated to providing excellent service and 
creating a relaxed and pleasant atmosphere

FOOD WITH  
HEART AND  SOUL





SPACES Aspaldiko Restaurant has all the luxuries you 
would expect for events, conventions or business 
meetings.

We adapt to our guests needs, whether it be a 
discrete meeting, coaching course, training session 
or team building activities, gymkhana...

The farmhouse has a capacity of 300 people and 
cosy decoration. It also has the “Aspaldiko canopy” 
with a 170 person capacity and a more practical but 
friendly atmosphere.

We can host many kinds of events in our gardens, 
such as barbecues, outdoor dinners under the 
canopy, receptions, welcome cocktails, gala 
dinners...





SERVICES

In our more than 30 years in business, our 
restaurant has hosted an immense range of 
activities, including business presentations, official 
dinners, conventions and more. These events are 
usually accompanied by other activities like:

/ Cocktails and buffet for up to 500 people in 
our garden or farmhouse.

/ Farmhouse with a 300 person capacity.

/ Aspaldiko canopy for 170 people. 

/ Barbecues, meals under the canopy, wine 
and food matching.

/ Coffee breaks, business meals. 

/ Cultural activities, rural sports, Basque 
folklore, live music, dances, etc.

P P
Air Conditioning

Private Rooms

Flip Chart

Wi-Fi

Outdoor 
Activities

Coffee Break Barbecue Area Gala Dinners Cocktails

Heating Accessible Areas Coach Parking Private Parking 

Gardens and 
Terrace 

Computer PA Podium Secretary Service Translators

Moving Service

Workshops tourist trips

Screen and Projector





CONTACT

Zabaloetxe Etorbidea, 14 
Loiu [Lujua], 
48180 Biscay

+34 944 531 421

aspaldiko@restauranteaspaldiko.com 

www.aspaldiko.com 

L. Javier Villar

BILBAO-LOIU 
9 minutes

BILBAO
15 minutes

BEC BILBAO EXHIBITION CENTRE
15 minutes
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